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Day-by-Day Weather Conditions (for Indianapolis)
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01/05/14 Sunday 20 35 5 11.40 11 37 44 2 Fog, Snow
01/06/14 Monday -5 5 -15 0.00 20 31 41 5 Blowing Snow
01/07/14 Tuesday -3 8 -14 0.00 11 20 24 10
01/08/14 Wednesday 16 25 6 0.00 7 13 16 10
01/09/14 Thursday 21 31 11 0.70 7 13 17 5 Snow
01/10/14 Friday 36 41 31 0.00 9 18 23 2 Fog, Rain
01/11/14 Saturday 38 42 33 0.00 13 24 30 5 Fog, Rain
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NASA Satellite Image  at 3:15 PM EST on January 6, 2014|   Credit: NASA/NOAA GOES Project, Dennis 
Chesters
Snow Fall from  January 5, 2014|   Credit: AccuWeather.com
Google Traffic at 8:32 AM on January 6, 2014|   Credit: 
Google
Interstate 69 TrafficWise Camera Compilation|   Credit: INDOT TrafficWise and 
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